AUCTION GUARANTEES: ALL ANIMALS ARE EQUAL, BUT SOME ARE MORE EQUAL THAN OTHERS 1

Auction guarantees are back in full swing. The current guarantee figures are as follows:2
o

$2.1 USD billion worth of art for sale at Sotheby’s and its archrival where $1 billion
are in-house guaranteed.

o

$75.3 USD million to be sold by Phillips, where $42.9 million worth is in-house
guaranteed.

o

267 guaranteed lots in November sales (record).

As Kristine Korber, a senior analyst with Barrington Research would point out, we have “never
seen this level of guarantees for one auction.”3 It turns out guarantees are back mostly because they are
a better deal to the consignor. The auction houses are in the business of getting consignments and that
is what they do best, no doubt about it. It is also where the competition is most fierce. Never before
had guarantees been a more desirable and widely-used tool to lure in sellers that are well aware of the
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potential “catastrophic” consequences of a “bought-in” scenario. This is, when the work is not sold at
auction (statistically there is a 20% chance) -including the possibility that the piece may not recover its
present value in as long as six or seven years-.
But let me back-track. I remember back in the days when a “B.I.” meant opportunity. Often savvy
dealers and tested collectors would let their truly desired lots pass at auction, in order to buy them for
the reserve or less. Often times, I literally ran to the auctioneer at the end of the sale to be the first one
to make an offer (usually around what I estimated to be the reserve price) and the auction house would
negotiate and reduce the premium, or talk back to the consignor. They would come back within a day
or two with an answer, sometimes that same evening, if they where doing their job well. Unless you
knew every sale of the last twenty or thirty years by heart (which I did) and collected all catalogues with
determination, no one else would remember a “B.I.” a year or two later. All you had to do was put the
painting to “rest” a little and bring it back “fresh”. What really mattered was the artistic merit of the
painting, not if the auctioneer was not on his best day or simply passed the lot too fast. Today much
has changed, and now a “B.I.” is a curse. Art search engines available on the Internet have replaced the
eye-memory muscle. You do not need to go to the sales or collect the catalogues. I miss those days,
when a professional and dedicated approach really counted for something.
Let’s review some basic mechanics of auction guarantees. With a minimum term of three months
in advance, the seller will agree to place the artwork at an auction house to be put on the block. The
costs that such instrument implies for the client who commissions the work for sale are: (i) paying the
guarantor a fee for the issuance of the guarantee and (ii) sharing considerable percentages with the
guarantor -as much as 30% to 50% of any profit gained-. The profit on the transaction (called
“overage”) is calculated as the difference between the “reserve price” and the “hammer price”. While
auction guarantees are quite expensive, the artwork’s owner does enjoy, in exchange, the absolute
tranquility of avoiding a B.I., and the security of at least receiving the agreed reserve amount. When the
painting is failing to attract bidders to reach the guaranteed amount, the auctioneer might bid against
the “chandelier” (on behalf of the seller) or bid for the absentee guarantor “on my book”.
The guarantee business gets murky when the auction houses themselves guarantee the work. The
use of in-house guarantees has gone in and out of fashion depending on the strength of the art market.
They “exploded” at the end of the twentieth century but were initially offered as early as the 1950s,
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when Sotheby’s chairman Peter Wilson guaranteed £35,000 for Nicolas Poussini’s The Adoration of the
Shepards to its owner in 1956. Despite the negative result of this particular sale (since it only achieved a
selling price of £29,000) the “publicity” in favor of auction guarantees that was then generated
compensated for any downside.4
When the art market boomed from 2004 to 2007, so did
guarantees, and auction houses competed for the most valuable
works by offering their owners higher guaranteed reserve prices. This
can be seen in the enormous amounts guaranteed in 2006 and 2007,
for example, by Sotheby’s. Such auction house issued guarantees in
2006 adding $131 USD million, which dramatically rose in 2007 to
$902 USD million.5 The auction houses’ participation in the guarantee
market suffered a serious downturn (as did pretty much every single
financial product) in fall 2008. In May of that year, auctions in New
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financial meltdown of Lehman Brothers. “For example, Sotheby’s
reported that it had lost $28.2 USD million from guarantees at its contemporary art auctions in
November 2008. That brought its total losses to about $52 USD million this fall, all from guarantees.”7
This avoidable, but mostly unforeseeable misstep, led to auction guarantees not being issued anymore,
albeit temporarily.
When auction guarantees were reinstated, there was a significant reformation: third party
guarantors. And now, in the November 2015 auction, large auction houses are again taking a much
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bigger share of the auction guarantee market vis a vis third party financiers. It might therefore be a good
moment to go into the details of the differences that exist between “in-house guarantees”, i.e. those
issued by the same auction houses through which artworks are being sold, and “third party guarantees”,
i.e. those issued by persons or entities other than the auction houses.
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Auctions are public sales and their catalogs mark guaranteed works of art with a special notice
(not always when the guarantor is the auction house itself though) but that may not suffice. In addition,
at the beginning of a sale, auctioneers announce that guarantors may be bidding. This too may not be
enough for transparency’s sake. Outside bidders lack confidential information regarding the reserve
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price of the work of art in question, as well as the guarantor’s identity. As guarantor identities are not
publicly disclosed, other bidders do not know whom they are bidding against at auction. Guarantors
would seem to have an unseen advantage in their knowledge of the reserve price and can bid to raise
the hammer price. In fact, guarantors may benefit as bidders even when they end up having to buy the
auctioned artwork.14
The problem, some dealers, collectors and art advisers say, is that the neutrality of an auction is
lost when underwriters can bid on a work they have guaranteed. Critics argue that the guarantors have
an undisclosed interest in the outcome and an unseen advantage over other bidders because a buyer
who actually wants the work might wind up competing against someone who only wants to bid up the
price. “Secrecy keeps you from knowing you're paying too much,” says Rachel Campbell, an economics
professor at the University of Maastricht.15
Whatever the ethics of the auction guarantee system, it has certainly been a major factor in
wooing consignors of major works, has almost certainly let to higher prices for art and has been an
important factor in driving the market, at the top end, towards auction. But, in the smoke-and-mirrors
world of the auction salesroom, it might behoove the art industry to move towards more transparency
on consigning valuable works of art without withholding important information from prospective
buyers.

By Javier Lumbreras, with the collaboration of Federico León de la Vega and Giovana Edid
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